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Abstract- Optimizers in magnetism (EM) simulation 

package face challenges in improvement potency, 

supported improvement varieties and improvement 

results usability. Attending to fill these gaps, a 

replacement antenna style exploration theme is 

planned, the Antenna fast improvement Platform 

(AROP). The theme adopts Ansoft HFSS and MATLAB 

co-simulation technique and provides a friendly 

graphical interface that supported the antenna 

improvement method. Progressive intelligent 

improvement algorithms and surrogate model ways 

square measure embedded, addressing economical 

multi-objective antenna improvement issues and 

generating Pareto optimum answer sets. Style the 

surrogate models power-assisted by biological process 

algorithms engineered into AROP will mostly improve 

improvement capability for superior antenna synthesis 

and alter complicated antenna styles with high-

dimensional parameter house. 

 

I.INTRODUCTION 

 

Antenna style exploration aims to get optimum 

geometrical style parameters with optimizing style 

objectives supported a given antenna structure. The 

projected strategies principally include: 

(1) Optimizing performance with organic process 

algorithms (EAs). EAs are with success applied to 

multi-objective improvement issues (MOP) 

associated with antenna and array designs; 

 
Fig.1. The overall architecture of AROP 

(2) Using surrogate models aided by organic process 

algorithms to cut back the consumption of 

computation resources. because no would like of 

repetitive parameter sweeps in magnetism (EM) 

analysis, surrogated- based improvement techniques 

have established to be computationally economical 

than the normal EM-driven approaches. EM 

simulation software package packages (e.g., civil 

time Microwave Studio ANSOFTHFSS, etc.) have 

bit by bit become the thought tools for antenna style 

with their reliable simulation capabilities and 

embedded improvement algorithms. Though their 

inherent optimizers create vital contributions for 

antenna designers, the subsequent 3 challenges 

remain: 

 
Fig. 2. Interface of optimization algorithm module 

First, the foremost important challenge is that the 

improvement potency. Since a decent initial style 

cannot be obtained in antenna style, several designers 

value more highly to use world improvement 

strategies to get the best structure. Hence, the 

complete improvement method might need large 

computing resources. Secondly, a typical downside is 

the usability of improvement results. Most antenna 

structures have implicit geometric constraints, that 

square measure naturally handled while not being 

pre-processed by several obtainable EM simulation 
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tools. This not solely takes up procedure resources, 

however conjointly could get associate degree best 

however unreasonable antenna structure. The third 

drawback is that the issue of realizing multi-objective 

improvement. In fact, it's necessary to 

comprehensively analyze multiple performance 

indexes of antennas for specific application situations 

considering the issues arise from EM computer code 

and antenna optimizers, associate degrees were to 

determine an Antenna speedy Optimization Platform 

(AROP) is planned. AROP aims to speed up the 

planning effort through the implementation of 

antenna improvement algorithms and surrogate 

model methods mistreatment MATLAB APP 

reference Designer (which may be a novel MATLAB 

Graphical User Interface). It conjointly provides for 

alternative complicated antennas to perform 

performance improvement for antenna engineers 

while not sufficient experience in improvement. 

Associate in Nursing example of compact multiband 

flattened monopole antenna shows that AROP will 

implement the speedy improvement of antenna 

structures and 

 
Fig. 3. Geometry of the planar multiband antenna 

To be commensurate, i.e., none is healthier than the 

other within the multi-objective sense. We have a 

tendency to outline the economist dominance 

relation.  

 

Antenna Geometry: 

Computer Simulation Technology (CST) microwave 

studio 2016 has been used for the simulation and 

designing of propounded antenna. The antenna has 

been designed on plywood material used as a 

substrate having a thickness of 4.80mm and relative 

permittivity of 4.1 sizes of the propounded antenna 

shows that the ground is on the lower surface of the 

subtract. The width of the feed line is 17.5mm which 

is used to feed patch. 

 
Fig 4: Top view of propounded antenna having a 

plywood substrate. 

Fig 5: Side view of propounded antenna having 

plywood substrate. 

Width of feed line is adjusted such that the 

impedance of the patch antenna is 49.35 ohms which 

closely matches the impedance of SMA connector 

which is 50 ohms, So that maximum power is 

transferred to antenna with minimum back reflection 

 

II.ANTENNA OPTIMIZATION PROBLEM 

FORMULATION 

 

AROP supports totally different issues of single-

objective and multi-objective optimizations. During 

this section, we only briefly describe the formulation 

of the multi-objective antenna style downside. Min 

F(x)=(f1(x),f2(x),.....fm(x))T s.t. x X  

Where ( ), 1, 2, , k fk m x = is that the k
th

 style 

objective 

 
Fig6 : Geometry Features of antenna 
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frequency band of interest, and to reduce the antenna 

reflection over that band. Also, there may be other 

objectives with relevancy antenna size, gain, 

efficiency, and so on. X could be a style area, and 1 

(x1,............xn) could be a vector of n style variables 

shaping a specific antenna structure 

 
Fig. 7. Reflection responses at the selected Pareto-

optimal designs 

Fig 8: HPBW plot of propounded antenna 

 

III.METHODOLOGY 

 

Antenna style method begins with antenna sort 

selection, followed purposely parameter specification 

and lastly ends with antenna analysis. it'll be an 

extended and tedious method if an automatic style 

platform isn't provided [6]. AROP designed during 

this paper relies on the HFSS simulation engine with 

the assistance of MATLAB App Designer and 

MYSQL. The design of AROP is shown in Fig. 1. 

AROP primarily consists of 4 modules, i.e., initial 

setup module, optimization algorithmic program 

module, co-simulation module, and performance 

analysis module. Fig. 2 only gives the interface of the 

optimization algorithmic program module. 

 
Table.I. Dimensions of propounded antenna design 

having plywood as substrate 

 

Optimization rule module:  

 Give preprocessing capabilities for single-

objective constrained improvement to avoid 

unreasonable antenna structure simulated by EM 

simulation software package. 

 Give 2 sorts of improvement ways. One is 

intelligent improvement algorithms combined 

with the EM simulation software package. the 

opposite is surrogate models assisted by 

intelligent improvement algorithms. Compared 

with the previous, the latter saves heaps of 

simulation time, but its improvement result 

depends on the accuracy of the surrogate models.   

 The optimization strategies area unit embedded 

for various kinds of performance optimization 

issues encountered in antenna styles. Particle 

swarm optimization (PSO) and differential 

evolution (DE) algorithms are embedded into 

single-objective optimizers. Multiobjective 

particle swarm optimization (MOPSO) and 

multi-objective biological process formula 

supported decomposition (MOEA/D) algorithms 

area unit embedded into multi-objective 

optimizers. As for relevance to the selection of 

the surrogate model, surrogate models supported 

Back Propagation Neural Networks (BPNN) or 

Radial Basis performs Neural Networks 

(RBFNN) area unit provided.  Human-computer 

interaction for targeted drawback is studied, like 

automatic recursive parameter setting and 

interactive stopping criteria.  

 

Co-simulation module:  

 AROP doesn't offer its own machine, mainly 

considering the reliable simulation results of the 

existing EM simulation software package. 

Exploitation co-simulation technique will 

combine the benefits of EM simulators and 

optimizers. 
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 This module obtains the knowledge from the 

initial settings module and also the improvement 

rule module to generate a VBS script file. By 

invoking the VBS script of HFSS to complete 

the automated updates and modeling in the 

improvement method, it greatly reduces the 

workload and additionally avoids doable 

mistakes because of repeated modeling.   

 When the EM simulator, this module can pass 

the response knowledge to the improvement rule 

module and save the response knowledge into 

the MYSQL. The advancement of AROP is as 

follows:  

1. ANSOFT HFSS settings:  

When users use AROP, this step collects the 

HFSS installation path. 

2. Import the antenna model file: 

This step collects associate initial HFSS 

model file path.  

3. Set style variables: 

AROP provides a button to extract all 

variables within the HFSS file. This step 

selects the look variables which is able to be 

optimized and sets their ranges 

4. Set geometrical constraints (if any): 

Geometrical constraints exist in several 

antenna styles, describing the restrictions 

between the look variables. Handling them 

doesn't want computationally overpriced 

EM simulations. ARP provides a m-file 

templates to see whether this set of variables 

satisfies the constraint conditions.  

5. Set objectives:  

The first step sets the frequency varies of 

antenna optimization. Consecutive step 

selects the performance indexes that got to 

be optimized within the software system 

(these performance-related results need to be 

set prior to within the HFSS file). There are 

some multi-objective improvement issues 

(e.g., antenna size, gain, and reflection 

constant, etc.) built-in AROP, and users will 

adopt the default objective functions. For 

vague issues, AROP provides an m-file 

example to define the target operate 

supported response information. In the 

algorithm implementation method, AROP 

can transfer the response information 

obtained by EM simulation or surrogate 

model prediction results to the target 

operate. 

6. choose improvement types:  

After getting into the graphical interface of 

the improvement algorithm module, the 

primary step inputs the name of the 

simulation record. Then, users ought to 

choose an improvement algorithm and set 

algorithmic rule parameters. If a surrogate 

model method is chosen, users might set the 

relevant parameters and import datasets. 

7. Performance evaluation: 

This step performs improvement supported 

the user’s selections and provides an 

economist optimum answer set. In the 

performance analysis module, users will 

acquire the running time and objective 

values of every algorithmic rule, and store 

the response information within the info. 

Further, users will compare different 

improvement algorithms and use simulation 

information for surrogate model coaching. 

 

IV. DESIGN EXAMPLE VALIDATION 

 

In this section, the utilization of AROP is illustrated 

by a miniaturized coplanar multi-band antenna style. 

This antenna is created by an oblong patch antenna 

and a manufacturing completely different resonant 

frequency band to hide the required applications. The 

antenna is written on a one.6 millimeter thick and 

loss tangent zero.02. style variables square measure a 

pair of three. the planning goals square measure: (1) 

the values of S11 are not up to -10dB for 3 bands 

(objective F1) of two.3~3.7GHz，5.1~6.4GHz and 

7.9~8.6GHz, covering the whole WLAN2.4/ 

5.2/5.8GHz, WiMAX2.5/3.5/5.5GHz and X-band 

SATCOM applications (7.9~8.4GHz); (2) reduction 

of a structure footprint (objective F2) for meeting the 

requirement of antenna step-down. within the 

optimization rule module, the PSO-BPNN surrogate 

model assisted by MOPSO [12] is adopted. the 

connection parameters of MOPSO square measure 

listed, like population size (N = 100), variety of 

objectives (M = 2), variety of call variables (D = 10), 

variety of evaluations (Evaluation = 300), inertia 

weight (W = zero.9), and secondary storage size 

(REP = 5). The obtained representations of the 

sociologist set The obtained results indicate that the 
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planning objectives thought of for this drawback 

square measure so conflicting. 

 
Table II. Simulated results of propounded antenna 

Their corresponding reflection responses of these 

styles give versatile decisions for sensible antenna 

engineering. TABLE I shows the overall long 

comparison between completely different antenna 

style ways. HFSS simulation takes regarding thirty-

four seconds every time supported a simulation 

running setting that's equipped with 64-bit 

operational systems, 8GB RAM and i7-7700HQ 

processor. technique one is predicated on MOPSO 

directly with HFSS and technique a pair of is 

predicated on MOPSO with the PSO-BPNN 

surrogate model. each way will acquire similar 

results however their time consumptions square 

measure quite completely different. The time 

consumption of technique a pair of consists of 2 parts 

 
Fig 9:Return loss plot of propounded antenna 

Information assortment and optimization prediction. 

the previous takes regarding 2h by mistreatment 210 

simulations, the latter takes regarding fifty-eight s. 

the overall time overwhelming of technique a pair of 

is merely eight.82% of technique one. In brief, AROP 

realizes the fast optimization of antenna structure and 

improves the potency of antenna style. 

 

V. CONCLUSION: 

We tend to propose associate Antenna speedy 

improvement Platform (AROP) that helps in reducing 

the time consumption of antenna styles. AROP relies 

on the HFSS simulation engine with the assistance of 

MATLAB App Designer and MYSQL, that not 

solely provide progressive intelligent improvement 

algorithms and surrogate model strategies however 

conjointly is an easy platform for antenna designers. 

additionally, it realizes joint simulation with HFSS to 

confirm the responsibleness of simulation results. 

Thus, AROP will function a good various to the 

standard EM simulators for up antenna improvement 

potency.  
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